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This article discusses the “Chinese-Kazakh bilingual electronic dictionary” of the 
building and related technologies. " Chinese-Kazakh bilingual electronic dictionary ," 
the building is for the Windows platform to achieve mutual Chinese and Kazakh 
vocabulary query capabilities , while enabling the Windows platform for other word 
processing system provides accessibility Screen technology , the mouse can be 
achieved using this technique that point the Chinese vocabulary and Kazakh word 
explanation. This electronic dictionary provides vocabulary queries, thesaurus 
maintenance, capturing, instant translation and other functions. 
Use Microsoft Office automation software suite Access to build 
“Chinese-Kazakh bilingual electronic dictionary” thesaurus. Since dictionary 
compilation takes a lot of manpower and material resources, so that domestic 
content-rich and comprehensive Chinese-Kazakh bilingual dictionary narrow range , 
while content updates slow, so this in the latest compilation of the " Dictionary of 
Chinese and Kazakh " established on the basis the Hanhasake and Kazakh Chinese 
bilingual thesaurus. This electronic dictionary while schools and universities and 
user-defined groups of students. 
Dictionary as a language learning tool, the most important function is to query, 
so " Chinese-Kazakh bilingual electronic dictionary " queries can be performed in two 
ways, one is through the keyboard input in the form of words of Chinese and Kazakh 
find meaning, and the other forms by capturing technology that allows a computer 
program within the meaning of words automatically get through to judge Chinese or 
Kazakh to find meaning and displayed. 
In the “Chinese-Kazakh bilingual electronic dictionary ", the Kazakh focused on 
the field of natural language processing in several important issues , one is the 
Unicode code shows , one word segmentation , the other is stemming technology . 
But also on the Chinese word segmentation techniques are discussed. 
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